Introduction
Following a prolonged hiatus, we have resumed our efforts to periodically distribute a comprehensive taxonomy of the Bacteria and Archaea. Release 7.7 of the Taxonomic Outline of Bacteria and Archaea (TOBA 7.7) was created specifically to provide a mapping of ongoing genome sequencing efforts onto an updated version of the taxonomy in advance of a meeting at the University of Georgia on March 8-9, 2007 . The focus of that meeting was to discuss how a largescale project could be organized that would result in sequencing the genomes of all the type strains of the species recognised by a combination of the Rules of the Bacteriological Code and current taxonomic interpretation. A second goal was to draw up a "short list" of public collections that could serve as the source of type strains within the framework of this project. The criteria for selecting only one collection per type strain were outlined before the meeting. In future releases of TOBA we will resume our practice of distributing a comprehensive list of deposits.
As with earlier releases of the taxonomy, the arrangement of taxa at the family level and above is based on the phylogeny of the 16S rRNA gene (8-11, 14, 15) . Placement of named species into genera is based on the nomenclature used in the most recent description of each genus or species. This is done to produce a humanreadable vs. machine-readable document. TOBA 7.7 differs from earlier versions in that synonyms are resolved, with placement of basonyms and earlier homotypic and heterotypic synonyms into the same genus as the corresponding new combination or later synonym. The rationale for this was to provide a more comprehensive linking of validly published names to genome projects. TOBA 7.7 also differs from earlier versions in that only a single deposited strain and corresponding 16S sequence are presented. This was done to provide an initial list of potential suppliers of type strains to the proposed large-scale sequencing effort. Two other differences in the information content of TOBA 7.7 are also noteworthy. We have reincorporated RDP identifiers (2) (3) (4) (19) (20) (21) for the auto-aligned 16S rRNA sequences we used in creating and maintaining the taxonomy. We also include NamesforLife nameids (N4Lids) to provide direct, persistent links to content provided by that project. N4Lids are suffices of digital object identifiers (DOIs) that resolve to individual NamesforLife information objects that contain more detailed information about the nomenclature, taxonomy, and members of higher taxa and additional strain identifiers, sequences, and other information about the type strains and higher taxa. N4Lids preceded by the "DOI:" prefix will resolve to web pages that are part of Release 6.0 of the Taxonomic Outline.
Taxonomic coverage TOBA 7.7 provides coverage of the validly published named species and higher taxa of Bacteria and Archaea through October 1, 2006, including all those names included on Validation Lists through No. 111 (1). In addition, TOBA 7.7 contains a limited number of well known taxa of Cyanobacteria that were included in earlier releases (8-11, 14, 15) , the myxobacterial taxa described by Reichenbach for which duplicate deposits had not been confirmed at the time of publication (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) , and a number of provisional names of higher taxa that were used as placeholders in previous releases. A breakdown of the totals at each taxonomic rank in Releases 5.0, 6.0 (published as information objects in the NamesforLife prototype accessible at DOI: 10.1601/tx.0) and TOBA 7.7 are shown in Table  1 TOBA 7.7 differs slightly from other sources of nomenclatural information (5, 16). We do not treat subspecies as a separate level within the taxonomic hierarchy as this leads to an over estimation of the true species count. Since subspecies of the type of the species are automatically created under Rule 40d of the Code of Prokaryotic Nomenclature, we regard the default condition for all species to implicitly exist as an undeclared subspecies.
Progress in 16S rRNA sequencing
Although high-quality (>1200 nts, < 1% ambiguity) 16S rRNA sequences (HQS) are routinely provided with all contemporary taxonomic proposals dealing with Bacteria or Archaea, there remain a large number of type strains for which such data were not yet available in the public repositories. In so much as the nomenclatural record reflects the number of proposals that have been validly published, independent of the type material, it overstates the true number of unique biological entities (exemplars sensu NamesforLife (12, 13)) that have been named one or more times. To accurately assess the degree of completeness of the 16S rRNA sequencing effort, one must factor in the number of exemplars that exist as unique named biological entities or as a basonyms, new combinations, or homotypic synonyms. A breakdown of this information is provided in Table 2 . Table 3 . Taxonomic coverage of ongoing genome sequencing efforts. Combined reflects the total coverage provided by type and non-type sequences and is not additive.
Interpretation of entries
We continue to use the American style for rendering Latinized names, in which all names appear in italics, regardless of rank. The superscript AL indicates that the name appears on the Approved Lists of Bacterial Names. The superscript VP indicates that the name was validly published in either the International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology or the International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology. Names appearing in double quotes have no standing in the nomenclature, even if those names have been effectively published elsewhere. A dagger ( †) preceding a name designation indicates that the name is deprecated and that the preferred name should generally be used, unless the reader disagrees with that author's particular taxonomy. To aid readers, deprecated names are rendered in gray text.
As noted above, basonyms (appearing in red text, preceded by "<==") and earlier homotypic synonyms (appearing in blue, preceded by "==") now appear in the same location within the taxonomy as the new combinations (appearing in green text, preceeded by "==>") and later homotypic synonyms (appearing in blue, preceded by "==").
Earlier and later heterotypic synonyms also appear in blue type but are preceded by " "). The rationale for this approach is to provide a taxonomy that is in better agreement with our phylogenetic models Taxonomic names are followed by the names of the authority/authorities who proposed that name and the year in which the name was validly published. Following the taxonomic authority appears the most recent synonym (if any), the proposed source of type material for genome sequencing, the corresponding RDP and Genbank identifiers for the high quality 16S rRNA sequence used in our taxonomic models, and information pertaining to the genome sequence derived from the GOLD, GCAT, and Entrez databases. These data are followed by the name identifier for the corresponding NamesforLife name object.
Resolution of NamesforLife DOIs
More complete information and about taxonomic names, taxa, and exemplars is available through the NamesforLife project using various tools that resolve DOIs. On PCs, a plug-in is available for the Firefox browser. The tool supports direct entry of the DOI string in the navigation bar. For other browsers, end-users can use the DOI proxy server (e.g., the International DOI Foundation's server using the prefix http://dx.doi.org/ followed by the N4Lid (e.g., 10 .1601/nm.5468) or the Handle proxy server (http://hdl.handle.net/ followed by the N4Lid). 
